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About This Content

Book of Demons - Collector's Content DLC features the original soundtrack, digital artbook, high resolution key art with
source files, a full set of thematic wallpapers, a set of R2G avatars and... Book of Demons' prototype.

BOOK OF DEMONS DIGITAL ARTBOOK

70 pages PDF (137 when printed into book format) featuring exclusive concept art from the game. The artbook is divided into
25 chapters such as: The Archive of Awesome, Pop-up books, The Town, The Rogue, The Maze, The Antipope, Gargoyles &

Demons, User Interface, Cards, etc. Includes Things that didn't make it and Wrong Turns chapters.

DIGITAL POSTER

High resolution Book of Demons Key-art digital poster with source PSD file.

THEMATIC WALLPAPERS

18 thematic wallpapers in 2160p (16:9) and 2400p (16:10) resolutions. All wallpapers are without any logos or overlay text.

R2G AVATARS
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24 Return 2 Games and Book of Demons avatars in 512x512 high quality JPG files.

BOOK OF DEMON'S PROTOTYPE

This is the earliest playable build we used to see if the game will work (Windows only). The prototype features the early
Flexiscope, early gameplay mechanics and classes (only Warrior has cards), cards as we envisaged them back then, one of the

first Town mockups, developer cheat codes and probably some derelict bugs too. Not to mention totally "programmer art"
graphics.

FULL ORIGINAL SOUNDTRACK

All tracks are provided in lossless FLAC and HQ MP3. Total soundtrack length is 38 minutes.

 01 - Return 2 Games Intro
 02 - Return 2 Games Main Theme

 03 - Book of Demons Intro
 04 - Book of Demons Town Theme
 05 - Book of Demons Maze Theme

 06 - Book of Demons Catacombs Theme
 07 - Book of Demons Hell Theme

 08 - Book of Demons Hell Battle Music
 09 - Book of Demons Incantation Theme

 10 - Book of Demons Antipope Incantation
 11 - Book of Demons Cook Incantation

 12 - Book of Demons Archdemon Incantation
 13 - Book of Demons Archdemon Dies (outro)
 14 - Book of Demons Die, Demons Die Song

 15 - Book of Demons Die, Demons Die Song (Karaoke)
 16 - Book of Demons Die, Demons Die Song (alternate ending)

 17 - Book of Demons Reveal Trailer Music
 18 - Book of Demons R2G Main Theme (performed live by 99 dollar orchestra)
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book of demons collector's content

Terrible controls make it too hard when jumping onto surfaces. I spent most of my play time in the first part of the game just
trying to jump onto boulders that I was stood right next to and each time the jump would fall just a little too short. Try a
different angle and still the jump fails. Jump after jump after jump and then maybe on the tenth or twelth jump you succeed.
Then onto the next jump and away we go again with the falling.
The game looks pretty and for others the game seems to work, but for me it was pure frustration. Can't recommend.. A puzzle
game where you really must think. The puzzles have a logical orientation to them and you really need a piece of paper next to
you all the time to sketch out the solutions.. 10/10 I can draw a cool hybrid (Don't look at my screenshots) ;)

. I've really been enjoying varous twin stick shooters over the past couple of years; Assault Android Cactus, Nuclear Throne,
Helldivers, Nex Machina, Neon Chrome, Enter the Gungeon, etc. There's something about Next Up Hero that places it among
those games in my book.

I think it certainly has room for improvement but the concept is really solid. It's hard but not punishing (yet) and there's enough
customization and collect-n-unlock to keep you playing "just one more."

These days I'm much more of a casual gamer that plays maybe 15-30 minutes at a time between juggling everything else in my
life. This is a twin stick that I don't have to pour hundreds of hours into to have fun.

. This game is not easy, but boy, when it works, it REALLY works. It's an awesome combination of racing and shooting and it
has that "one more try...one more try...and now it's 5:30 AM and I've been playing for 7 hours" thing going for it. I am
hopelessly addicted to this game. Highly recommended.. 3 minutes played.
This game destroyed every part of me, and my life around me.
This should seriously, be taken off the steam store and buried in a very deep hole somewhere that it can't hurt anyone anymore..
Pros
-Stays true to the AC series
-Beautiful visuals
-100% enjoyable with controller
-Active and smooth multi-player
-Progression/unlock tree progresses well with campaign

Cons
-Questionable storyline/writing
-Occasionally annoying voice line cheese
-Flight stick limitation
-Don't expect 'realism' if you're an aircraft fanatic
. My first visual novel that I bought and I have to say this is very worth every money I spend. The only negative part would be it
might be slow on some parts for those who never played visual novels. Other than this, I love everything else about the game.
Btw Ayachi Nene is best girl. 日本バンザイ. The 20000 points achievement is broken and won't get unlocked. I had two full
playthroughs with more than enough points, but it's still locked.

I hope this bug gets adressed in the near future, as I really enjoyed this game except from this.. The Living Dungeon is a really
impressive debut title from indie developers Radiation Burn. It uses the core elements of table-top gaming by being turn based,
reliant on the outcome of a set of 6-sided dice, and has scenery you can flip or rotate in order to escape a dungeon or kill an
enemy.

I was really impressed with how easy the game was to learn, and for someone like me who hasn\u2019t played a tabletop game
since the days of Hero Quest back in the 90s it felt slightly nostalgic. The first few dungeons guide you through the mechanics
of the game with a tutorial on abilities and combat. I liked the atmosphere of the \u2018tavern\u2019 backdrop for the game, as
it felt good to play on a wooden table with the warm glow of a fire in the background.

Living Dungeon Inn
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The passion Radiation Burn has for the genre really shows through. The Living Dungeon begins with scene setting narrative and
introduces you to Chantelle \u2013 a female warrior whom is the first character you control. You\u2019re literally dropped into
a tutorial dungeon where the dice, movement and combat are explained. You take turns with the AI to move your character
through a basic dungeon layout and are shown the capabilities of some of the enemy types.

Initially, you\u2019re able to one-shot enemies so it\u2019s fairly easy to play through the first few levels. The difficulty curve
only becomes apparent there when you\u2019re introduced to new characters, and learn the skills they bring. I found it quite
easy to get into the flow of the game and it was only the slightly odd camera angle that distracted me from the game. I found I
was constantly adjusting the camera to get a better view of the board as the AI resets the view back to the default setting at the
end of your turn. That was really the only thing that irked me and I soon got back into the pace of the game and happily made it
through many levels with only very minor mishaps.

Living Dungeon screenie

The game is very forgiving of mistakes and resets the level if anything goes wrong, such as knocking your character off the
board with an ill-placed tile flip or attacking a friendly character instead of an enemy. As all enemies are killed with a single
strike it was unfortunate that the game lets you select any characters on the board to attack rather than narrowing your options
down to just being able to attack the enemies.

Overall I found the game really charming. It has a very indie-feel to it with the hand drawn illustrations and the voice actors who
never seemed too concerned that they were trapped in a dungeon, fighting for their lives. But for me this really captured the
essence of a table-top game, where one of your friends plays the part of GM and reads part of the story to you. The Living
Dungeon is a great debut from Radiation Burn and they\u2019re definitely a studio worth keeping an eye on.
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Bought this game on sale, wish I didn't. The premise of the game is simple, and unappealing. I thought combat MIGHT be fun,
but it isnt. No way to block swords that I could find, and the gameplay was super easy otherwise. 10 rounds? I just refunded
after .1hrs of gameplay.

Please tell me this is just a test game for a new company, because they have a lot to learn.

PS: The \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing hands are backwards on the swords.... Really cool art. 10\/10. would read again.. The
zombies will be back but I won't.. It's a nice little escape room. The puzzles are not too easy and not too hard. Beat it in around
45min. The game has also a timelimit of 1h.

It's definitely worth the money, but could be a bit longer\/multiple rooms.. Legendary game 10/10

Valve please add 64 Bit version.. Game is fun, story is good, gameplay is great

Ending is bs imo
The game feels like it's always trying to get me to buy micro transactions,

Found out you pretty much always have to be online to play; as I was going trough the classic tower on my 7th opponent pc lost
internet connection for a minute so got booted out of what I thought was my offline game against the computer and lost all
progress.

 I regret having a soft for MK and not waiting at least a year for the heavily discounted version. No Left-Handed mode =
Unplayable. Also, enemies don't react when hit. Bullets don't land where red dot is pointing on the assault rifle. Terrible. Instant
refund for me.. I did not find this last part of the Avadon story as fun and engaging as the previous two, to be honest, but it's
decent and a fitting end to the trilogy.
Overall, if you played the previous two games and enjoyed them you will like this one too although I probably wouldn't buy it at
the full price again.
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